
THE BURDEN OF SET #2 (EDITORIAL 

ephphetha 

it is morning 

& you are waking up from a 

dream of fishbones & broken vessels 

to the new attentions 

a new praxis SET 

toward the unfolding of the Moment 

by the operation of a scientific illuminism along 2 axes, 

2 axes: recap., 

BURDEN OF SET #1 

(1) 

ax is 

of history, memory 

"the outside in" 

analeptic, against time's 

labrys: 

(2) 

ax is 

of magic, no word for, 

"the inside out" 

proleptic, with time's 

the double ax, & in labyrinths, beginnings, opening 

of the figures of Time that compose the structure of 

our necessity, how by poetry we investigate the needs. 



1. the new attentions 

with (3) GLANCES AT VALUE 

o.k. Let it come down, in on us, all of it, so much as we can, & then 

to get it out again. That was an Epitome of Yoga, inside front cover of 

SET #1, "SET still, stop thinking, shut up, get Out;' & yoga is con-

centration of experience (exclusion too, yes, but not of experience itself, 

rather of experiences not really experienced enough, restraint of the 

modifications of mind in order to feel their source) whose enemy is 

abstraction, distraction, retraction, any thing or way that hinders the 

going traction. 

It's traction we are after too, the freedom & recognition of. The 

enemies, listed in THE BURDEN OF SET #1 as "disposables," all function 

as guardians of Value, not value as tropism, that we all have, but abstract 

judgement, ideals. 

so 

2 discriminations to be discriminated: Value, abstract affective 

discrimination ( 1), is the enemy of poetry, & of discrimination ( 2), of & 

to, what is out there (pointing), the object, that. 

Wardens of values, upholders of"crapulous creeds," fear the light of 

the liberated cortex & the coming ascendency of air. 

1. 

2. 

(3) GLANCES AT VALUE 

In an iron age, bitch, 
she strides from iron pinnacle to pinnacle, the pinnacles, 

clothed in iron robes, unsmiling, 

hair is iron gray, bowels tight. 

Nightjars play about her splendid shoulders, 

her left hand spills the iron jar of equity 

her right hand brandishes the iron flail of separation. 

Where she is a darkness is and adjectives, 

the line is rigid, her patrols are ugly throats. 

She is backward to the dawn of universal breath. 

Loot, Archetypal Value 

It began in ignorance, away from vid-ya, 
birth of value in the straw and dung of the 1st (un)stable economies. 

Though value never vector, is standard only, there remains the process. 

But standard of gold was made gold standard 

and when a sign of value (say$) 

itself is made a value ($!) 

value process desiccates, stands still 

turns mechanically in standard 

because the normal straight relation 

of x the sign (like$) 

to that of which it is the sign 

grows ghostly, self-reflecting, 

craving craving craving endlessly. 
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3. 

Without measure this this this horror! 

Who takes measure of value for value 
is double damned 

makes sickness of metaphor 

confusion of tongues. 

Lightning breaks tower 

as counsel darkens. 

Value is brilliantly borne aloft 
in hot chariots 

while glittering out of sky 

hate falls on helpless wheat. 

Theory of value in itself 

must then imply an economic scrutiny, 

how an image differs from a thing. 

Fluctuation of the dollar: 

waving of linguistic formulas 

in the wind of mind. 

IT IS THE VALUE MOVING 

the language of value I rational measure 

not rhythm 

or moving measure or mastery of time and fire 

that is alchemy. 
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so, 
Value is of the excrementitious nature of Time (wch was 

sufficiently demonstrated in THE BURDEN OF SET #1, Appendix II, 

B). The self-realization of energy (13th Trump) in the autonomy of the 

visible is hindered by the cultsural holdon to European humanitas, 

that value-system that pinched us all. Come on, it's finished, Europe 

calling the dance, & Valery should know. To each man, for use, what 

he has is given, & if he hasn't, well, it's being taken away from him, & 

pretty fast. 

Charles Ives writes," ... if a man finds that the cadences of 

an Apache war dance come nearest to his soul, provided he has taken 

pains to know enough other cadences - for eclecticism is part of his 

duty- sorting potatoes means a better crop next year - let him 

assimilate whatever he finds highest of the Indian ideal, so that he can 

use it with the cadences, fervently, transcendentally, inevitably, 

furiously, in his symphonies, in his operas, in his whistlings on the way 

to work, so that he can paint his house with them - make them a part 

of his prayer-book- this is all possible and necessary, if he is 

confident that they have a part in his spiritual consciousness:' 

We are in a rough time, the most difficult transition age of 

all, a real Interchange of Tinctures, where a kind of personal life is 

being exchanged for a kind of"universal." (What is not the person of 

an age is always experienced as "universe" by the new haltborn thing, 

the transition to, the baby with only his head sticking out of the 

vagina into his own time.) 

It is the morning of the universal breath. 



The old spectre of"greatness" in the arts, of a value

hierarchy into which every work of art (read object of experience) must 

be jammed, is a white spectre, & as the value of whiteness 

enantiodromically changes (like the suntan cult today as against that 

bleached ideal body of European middle age & renaissance), the 

systems of blackness toward which we are drawn arise. (The systems of 

blackness, the Ntu of Unison, seem chaos to receding whiteness, but 

will prove to be "system.") 

European whiteness is sepulchre to us & European 

consciousness a museum. 

"Those whose voices are accurate" (as Egyptian priests 

were called) do not attend to the curators of cultsure, the urbane 

caretakers. (If they get in the way we carve them with the Knife of Set.) 

It is not faith, or talk about, aurorals need, it is that, experience of. 

Then, what is to be attended, the substance of the new attentions, what 

is not disposable, is materials for the boat to make the crossing, & the 

tools, kosmanthropological. 

As Olson said," ... the work of the morning is 

methodology;' & the new attentions are bearing down. 

2. "Nature" and the next 2000, give or take a few, years 

wha you say, "Nay-cher" ? wha you say, "Nay-cher" 

I said gNature, "birth;' prae-gnant 

from (g)nasci, to be born. (I no say, "Gno ...... . 
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It is born, the new Nature. & what 

we can say of it surely, though the surety is not our concern, is that it 

no longer is opposed to Another, a Super- or un-, not hung on, 

polarized to one of the swimming away from each other Fish. That 

polarity, that made it seem possible that anything unnatural (not to 

say Super-) could really occur, has gone away, & reality won't any more 

be divided between us & the world, the world (or God) getting the 

bigger share. 

a few consequences 

A. Food 

As control seems to increase, nature turning into human 

nature (or rather what before was "human nature" now understood as 

nature, Teilhard de Chardin's "interiorization" anirnistically 

exteriorized), food becomes politics, an FDA the central arm of 

government. 

We are what we eat but turn it around, in the whole field 

( & think of flowers) no division between electricity, poison, medicine, 

food, drug, elixir. We cannot avoid absorbing microdilutions. All foods 

are drugs. 

from the "Chapters of Coming Out by Day" : "Tern hath built thy 

house, and the double Lion-god hath founded thy habitation; lo, drugs 

are brought, and Horus purifieth and Set strengtheneth, and Set 

purifieth and Horus strengtheneth." 



B. Wildlife & Permission 

What was wildlife can't be any longer. An artificial 

wilderness is no wilderness, a national park is a National Park, in 

Africa or the moon. Danger does not make a wild life, you can permit 

danger in sport. Wild life is not game, can never be permitted, hunting 

& fishing are seasonally permitted, play. 

It remains to be seen what cannot be permitted. 

C. The Sexual Image 

All is permitted. Change in the Heavenly Female Power. As 

equality of sexes swings around, the biochemical basis of the old 

differentiation is shifted. This doesn't mean everyone will be "queer," 

but that as new magnetic centers astrally arise in men & women the 

scope of both amativeness & adhesiveness will be prodigiously 
enlarged. 

************************************* 

1781. the discovery of Uranus, who moves in a cycle 

of approx. 84 years, 7 years in each sign. 

1862. 81 years later Ulrichs uses the word "Uranian;' 

after Plato's Symposium, referring to love of 

male for male 
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Aquarius, toward which we move, is ruled 

by Uranus, according to contemporary astrologers, 

& ancient Greeks saw the sign as Ganymede. 

Uranus dances with Ganymede on the heavenly floor. 

*********************************** 

In the fragments of Berosus, priest-historian, we can trace a 

Babylonian genesis from which was later derived both the Hebrew & the 

orphic (later, the Platonic) myths of the original bisexuality of the first 

man, Adam, male-female, from which the opposites were later separated 

& polarized by the male-female god. 

Under the permissions, man will be able to find in woman 

more the original wholeness, & woman in man. 

Marie Delcourt in Hermaphrodite shows the androgynous 

image of Classical times is a dream of a primordial union of male & 

female consciousness, closely linked with the vision of the bisexual 

Phoenix who perpetually renews himself in the fire of the morning of the 

Great Year. 

The Work of the Renovating Intelligence. 

Jesus said: "And if you make the male and the female 

one, so that the male is no longer male and the female no longer female, 

and when you put eyes in the place of an eye, and a hand in the place of a 

hand, and a foot in the place of a foot, and an Image in the place of an 

Image, then you will enter the Kingdom." 
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D. Vision 

10997 B.C. the negative afterimage of looking 
at the Sun was Man advancing bearing a water-jar 

1963 A.D. the negative afterimage of the vision 
of Man poised in the electromagnetic currents of space is a 
roaring Lion. 

It is still hard to distinguish the form of the Lion, who walks 

in flame. 
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POSTLUDE 

(2003 e.v.) 

This clutch of writings runs through work of over half a century, 

from my years in Manhattan in the 195o's to last year. 

I've resisted the urge to revise or rewrite some early orts, braving the 

scornful voices of time. In particular, the selection of book reviews 

reprinted is an oblation to phantoms of transience. 

And in Part III, the hortatory "Burdens" of my short-lived poetry 

magazine SET (1961-1964) demonstrate what then seemed to a young 
poet-thinker needful to say about the contemporary situation. What 

should be attended to in the "America" of that time, the required 

awarenesses. 

Today, 2003 CE, adit to another Aeon, I would need to note the new 

conditions of "writing," reception, and expression opened by 

electromagnetic means (the computer and the World Wide Web, e.g.) 

and thence novel generations and coruscations of consciousness. How 

"publication" must be differently contextualized. The entire social and 

economic nexus of history and magic would require new 

phenomenologies, new configurings. 

Years ago a cat-lover and practitioner of ancient theurgies wrote me, 

"A Paw there is that reaches through the windows of that Dollhouse 

Time." 
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